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Objectives

 Provide an overview of the CEF Group Corporate Plan

 Detail the strategic thrust for the planning period 2020- 2025

 Unpack financial and non financial components and key planning assumptions

 Expand on the strategic analysis of the CEF Group & role of in a changing environment

 Unpack the key strategic themes 

 Outlining the PetroSA Turnaround plan and associated interdependencies

 Unpack the high level Group strategic initiatives

 Group  Business Performance & Core Risk areas

 Share Group Score Card

 Group Strategic Roadmap
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Stabilizing the CEF

Group and improve long

term commercial

sustainability and

strategic relevance

Drive growth and increase

Market Share through

diversification of income

streams & product

portfolio

Development of key

Energy Infrastructure

programs in support of

economic development &

growth

Group Consolidation to

exploit synergies and

improve scale and agility

for strategic relevance

Commercial sustainability & Turnaround

Strategy & Long Term Growth whilst 

improving Group reputation

Key Strategic Drivers

CEF Group Corporate Plan Summary
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Operational Efficiency & Group integration
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Desired Key Corporate PlanResults by 2025

1. Increase market share to > than 10%

2. R4 BN Pre Tax Profit

3. Operational LNG Terminal 

4. Operational Gas to Power Program

5. Commercial scale bio fuel plant

6. Established CSP plant 100 MW

7. Profitable and Commercially Viable PetroSA
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The CEF Group Corporate Plan is underpinned by key four components that will define our success during the planning 
horizon.  These components integrate and shape our Group trajectory to improve our strategic relevance and future aspirations



CEF Group Overview
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Current structure of the CEF Group
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• The  Mandate  of  CEF  is  derived  from 

the CEF Act (No 38 of 1977) and the 

Ministerial directives issued thereafter. 

The    mandate    is    in    essence    to 

contribute  to  the  security  of  energy 

supply for the country.

• Our Vision is to  be  a  leading  

diversified  energy company   that   

provides   sustainable energy  solutions  

for  Southern  Africa. This  way  CEF  

contributes  to  national energy security 

and NDP imperatives.

• Our Mission it is to exploit the natural  

energy resource endowments, 

beneficiate, provide energy in support of 

economic growth and alleviation of 

energy, in Sub Sahara Africa.  As a Group 

we support the noble objectives of 

Agenda 2063

CEF Overview

The Role of the CEF Group is to Contribute  to  security  of  energy  supply  by  providing affordable, reliable, diverse sources of 

primary energy resources  and  contribute  to  economic  development and alleviate energy poverty in an environmentally responsible 

manner. This will be done through the acquisition, exploitation, manufacturing and supply of appropriate energy solutions [from coal, oil, 

gas and renewable energy resources] to meet the future energy needs of South Africa, the SADC and the sub- Saharan African regions

Department of Mineral

Resources and EnergyOur industry is 
characterized by long 
lead times, is capital 

intensive, risky and it is 
dependent on finite 

resources.

Industry Overview
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Mission and role  of CEF expanded

2.b Security of supply

Reason for 
existence

1

4 Geographic scope South Africa only Continental GlobalSADC

No reason
Universal 

access
Energy 
security

Economic 
benefit

Environmental 
sustainability

Social 
transformation

Primary

No reason
Universal 

access
Energy 
security

Economic 
benefit

Environmental 
sustainability

Social 
transformation

Secondary

Advisory
Project dev./ 
Operational

Facilitation Rent earningMain role

Advisory
Project dev./ 
Operational

Facilitation Financing Rent earningMinor role

Not applicable
Catalyse / 

Increase influence
Support 

regulation
Stockpile Own and operate1

3 Profitability Maximise profit
Utility returns average 

across portfolio
Profit not mandatory

5 Sector coverage
O&G 

trading & 
logistics1

Conventional 
power

Renewable
energy / 
Power 

O&G 
upstream1

New clean 
energy2

technology

O&G 
refining1

Energy 
mining

O&G 
down-

stream1

General 
mining

Role2.a Financing



CEF Group Value Chain Overview
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PETRO SA – Oil and Gas Exploration & Production

• Ghana & All indigenous oil and gas opportunities

• Strategic Partnerships

PASA  - Promotion, Licensing and Regulating the 

exploration and production of the country’s natural oil 

and gas resources. 

SFF

 Tankage/Strategic Stocks

 Logistics Infrustructure

Petro SA   

Project Development

Petro SA   

GTL Refinery 

Operations

iGas-

Gas and Gas 

infrastructure

PetroSA : 

Marketing and supply of finished products to end 

users to fuel economic activity & Future 

Downstream Acquisitions

Acquisition of 

exploration rights and 

search for hydrocarbons 

below earth’s surface

Developments of oil 

fields and extraction of 

hydrocarbons from 

reserves

The movement & 

storage  of 

hydrocarbons using 

pipeline & ships & value 

chain maximisation

The refining, processesing and 

blending of hydrocarbons to 

make fuels & chemical products

AEMFC – Mining/coal-In support of Power Generation

Energy Projects Division (EPD) – Renewable power projects, biofuels and clean energy projects



Our Operating 

Environment
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Impact of COVID 19
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The COVID-19 pandemic has caused an unprecedented human and health crisis. The measures necessary to contain the virus 

have triggered an economic downturn. At this point, there is great uncertainty about its severity and length. The latest Global Financial 

Stability Report shows that the financial system has already felt a dramatic impact, and a further intensification of the crisis could affect 

global financial stability. As a result of global interventions, the demand for services and ultimately energy has reduced dramatically 

creating an economic challenge with global equities and currencies falling sharply. –Massive outflows from emerging economies.

Volatility has spiked, in some cases to levels last seen during the global financial crisis, amid the uncertainty about the 

economic impact of the pandemic. Brent Crude is now trading below $30 per barrel. The future is uncertain.

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/GFSR/Issues/2020/04/14/global-financial-stability-report-april-2020


Global & Local Economic Outlook
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As a result of Covid 19, emerging countries and the Sub Saharan Africa 

has seen significant amounts of cash outflows .  Projected growth in 2021 

is based on key reforms countries will take to stimulate their economies but 

is also coming from a low base.



Global Energy Trends & Covid 19 Impact

 The outbreak of COVID-19 has had the largest impact on the crude 

oil market, as two-thirds of oil is used for transport.

 Crude oil prices are forecast to average $35/bbl in 2020, reflecting 

an unprecedented collapse in oil demand. Brent crude oil prices 

have declined 70 percent from their January peak, and a historically 

large production cut by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 

Countries and other oil producers failed to lift prices in April. 

 All crude oil benchmarks have seen sharp falls, with some briefly 

dropping to negative levels. Crude oil demand is expected to decline 

almost 10 percent (y/y) in 2020, more than twice as much as any 

previous fall

 Transition  towards  a  cleaner  energy  future  away  from  

dependence  on  fossil fuels, enabled by declining  costs of clean 

technologies.

 Shift towards more use of electricity driven by the electrification of 

transport is expected to improve access to transport for millions of 

people

 Modular technologies  are  now  economically  viable  so  there  is  

decentralization and self-generation.

 Energy  4.0  – digitization,  digitalization  and  the  4IR  as  well  as  

smart  grids. 
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The impact of Covid 19 is expected to have a major impact on energy 

resources and other commodities and the impact and assessment continue. 



Regional Energy Trends
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• In Angola, Sonangol is looking to divest 

interests in in blocks where it owns 20%

or more

• Namibia remains an intriguing 

proposition but exploration success 

remains elusive

• Kenya is embarking upon an oil development 

project

• Tanzanian upstream is dominated by offshore gas, 

although the way that the government has turned 

the screw on economics for contractors has caused 

alarm

• Mozambique is dominated by the enormous LNG 

projects in the Rovuma basin, but field development 

is proving to be challenging

• Invictus Energy is looking to drill a prospect in 

Zimbabwe

• South Africa offers some exciting prospects and 

has attracted strong interest from IOCs. The 

Brulpada/Total discovery is promising but this long 

term

• DRC remains a difficult region for most 

established IOC’s to conduct business

Monetising new gas finds is a key challenge for 

the region

Several common themes are present:

• There are large distances between production

areas and major market centres;

• Gas production and transportation by pipeline

or gasification are capital intensive investments

for which scale economies are critical; and

• Various countries and regions are also

expanding their gas production capacity which

feeds into softer world markets.

•Gas to power focused on domestic markets that takes into 

account the under provision of electricity and the imperative to 

harness gas as a resource endowment that could both extend 

electrification and reduce more costly liquid fuels use in thermal 

generation is leading to many studies in the following areas:

• Export via LNG plants; (Coega)

• Industrial applications; and

• Pipeline importsThe impact of Covid 19 has resulted in a number of these projects being halted 

and reviewed (Sasol etc)



The South African Energy Sector

What end state do we want?
• Least-cost, reliable, 

accessible energy supply
• Predictable energy costs
• Clean energy
• Stable electricity grid

SA Energy Industry as-is:

• Integrated monopoly electricity utility
• Energy mix is coal dominated
• Limited investments in crude oil refineries
• Limited CTL, GTL refineries
• Over-reliance on imported petroleum

resources
• Resistance to CF2 (Clean Fuels 2)
• Untapped oil and gas potential
• Price regulated fuel, electricity market

“A just transitions requires
defining the desired end

state, planning the 
transition and

implementing the 
transitionary plan”

The change is here, South Africa must manage it otherwise the impact to the economy will continue to 

be severe. However the impact of the subdued global and local economy as a result of Covid 19 HAS 

resulted in reduced demand for electricity with ESKOM declaring force majeure and impacting many 

mining houses.
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Domestic Energy Sector Overview

• South Africa is the 6th largest coal

exporter of coal globally and has an

estimated 30 billion tonnes of coal

reserves.

• Coal accounts for about 70% of the country’s

energy mix, with about 30% of transport fuel

used produced from coal and about 90% of

electricity generated in the country is from

coal.

• The coal industry is a significant

contributor to the country’s GDP and

directly employs over 77,000 people.

• In addition to coal, other minerals are becoming

important in the energy sector including

minerals for manufacturing of RE technologies

and the emerging energy storage technologies

as well as sequestration of emissions

• Sasol Gas (the single provider of

natural gas in South Africa). The

market will become constrained

from 2023.

• Indigenous natural gas production in

South Africa is only limited to PetroSA’s

production which is also in decline.

• The recent Brulpadda gas discoveries

by the Total consortium bode well for

investments in the upstream oil and

gas sector.

• Analysts estimate this discovery at 2-

3Tcf with gas production expected in 7-

10 years time.

Coal Sector

• Uncertainty on the funding model for 

upgrading the local refineries to Clean 

Fuels II specification,

• SA’s importation of refined liquid fuels will 

continue to grow from the current 

140kbpde to 370kbpde will negatively 

impacts the country’s balance of payments 

and causes exogenous price shocks to the 

economy.

• Introduction of the IMO fuel oil regulation in 

2020 will spike demand for diesel at least 

in the short-term.

• Harbors have limited fuel offloading 

infrastructure severely curtailing the ability 

to import product shortfalls

Fuel Sector Gas Sector

15

These developments have been overshadowed by the effect of 

Covid 19 which has some of refineries and energy sector slowing 

down.



Planning & Legislative  

Environment
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South Africa’s Energy Sector Planning Environment & Other Inputs that guide our plan
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Presidential 7 Point Plan

Economic 

transforma

tion and 

job 

creation

Education, 

skills and 

health

A better Africa 

and world

Social 

cohesion 

and safe 

communiti

es is 

another 

key 

priority

Building a 

capable, 

ethical and 

development

al State

Spatial 

integration, 

human 

settlements 

and local 

government

Consolidating the social wage through 

reliable and quality basic services

…Including other key government priorities

1. SONA

2. Economic transformation, inclusive growth & competitiveness: Towards an Economic Strategy for South Africa

3. Budget vote speeches



Changes in the Country’s planning scenarios impact us : IRP2019

Page 24

 In October 2019, the Honourable

Minister of Energy proclaimed the

IRP 2019.

 This Integrated Energy Plan outlines

how the government plans for the

country energy demand to be met in

the period to 2030.

 In this plan, some existing baseload

will be retired, mostly coal, and will

be replaced by other types in the

energy mix.

 The promulgation of the IRP2019

brings policy certainty for

infrastructure development in the

country and opportunities in gas,

renewables, coal and storage

infrastructure development



CEF Group

Strategic Analysis
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National Treasury Status of SOE’s 2019

Ongoing Monitoring Close Monitoring Stabilization intervention 

required / on-going

Total assets

R30bn-R10bn

Total assets

< R10bn

Total assets

> R30 bn

Land Bank

DBSA

SABC

Eskom

ALEXKOR

ARMSCOR

CEF

SAA

TRANSNET

ACSA

TCTA

ATNS INFRACO

SAFCOL

IDC

SAPO

NECSA

 In line with

assessments of
National Treasury

SOE’s the CEF

Group has ben grouped with a number 

of commercially struggling entities that

require serious attention and raised 

the following :

• Group Financial sustainability

• Ineffective operating model

• Decommissioning liability

• Growth

• Execution

• Governance

 Equally the major banks and insures

have also raised concerns around the

Group pertaining to:

• Lack of stable leadership

• PetroSA Turnaround

• Governance

• Strategic stock issues

• Irregular expenditure

How did we get here:

Over time the Group has been beset by project failures, poor project execution and below par business performance.

DENEL

SAX
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P
h

a
s
e Launch Growth, Expansion & Shake 

Out

Maturity Stagnant Decline Distress

D
e
s
c
ri

p
ti

o
n

• Development 

• Launch of the business 

based on Ministerial 

directives 

• Strategic support of 

mandate

• Consistently generating 

revenue and adding value 

for its Shareholders.

• Business continues to 

grow albeit at slower pace

• Increasing competition & 

legislative changes. 

• Business not growing at 

the substantial rate

• Market matures with 

new and existing players

• Saturation in market.

• Total output is declining, 

flat, or growing slowly.

• Slow or delayed growth 

prospects 

• Slow product innovation

• companies accept their 

failure to extend their 

business life cycle 

• Adapt to the changing 

business environment.

• Loss of competitive 

advantage & exit the 

market. 

• Company is in financial 

distress with liabilities 

exceeding equity

• failure which requires 

urgent shareholder 

intervention/support or 

other interventions such 

as business rescue

E
n

ti
ty NIL NIL PetroSA Ghana CEF SOC, EPD, SFF, AEMFC, 

iGAS

PetroSA South Africa

S
tr

a
te

g
ic

 C
o

n
s
id

e
ra

ti
o

n
s

• Adjust business model 

to ensure profitability 

and meeting 

Shareholder 

expectations.

• Fine tune business model 

and implement proven 

methodologies, 

• Pivot to new markets and 

development of new 

operating model to take 

advantage of the 

environmental changes.

• Need to move to new 

markets and add new 

products and services 

whilst further expanding. 

Consider exit strategy.

• Urgent requirement for 

the business to 

streamline itself 

• Find new markets whilst 

shedding unprofitable 

products. Innovation and 

business development is 

vital.

• Need for to reinvent and 

invest in new 

technologies and 

emerging markets.

• Create opportunities for  

repositioning in a 

dynamic sector and 

refocus growth in the 

marketplace.

• company may need to

seriously consider

various options such as

debt restructuring,

management wind-

down and liquidation,

filing for bankruptcy or

business rescue..

Business Life-Cycle

The current Group life cycle point to a need for a change in Operating model & Focus



GOVERNANCE

STRUCTURE • Governance does not place a check on the making of poor decisions, and is

unclear across the structure

• Multiple boards and layers of leadership result in delayed decision-making

processes, with unclear ‘decision owners’

CAPABILITIES

Poor project execution

Leadership

• The Group has struggled with complex project execution as a result of weak 

performance management systems and processes

• Leadership  vacancies  at Executive Level  creates  serious  challenges and 

hampers strategy development and continuity..

BUSINESS  MODEL
Cost Structure

Market share

• Inability of existing organizational structures to be able to scale up but hindered by high 

fixed costs. 

• This is further compounded by lack of agility to respond effectively to market dynamics

• The Group has an insignificant market share and no sufficiently developed or

mature initiatives to grow the market shares

The Group has a very low brand equity arising from prolonged negative media coverage of the 2015 illegal sale of the national strategic fuel 

stock, the 2014/2015 impairment of the Ikhwezi project investment and wrong perceptions about the South Sudan deal signed in 2019.

As a Group we are beset by key challenges

Decision Lags

Governance Structure

COMMERCIAL

SUSTAINABILITY

PetroSA Crisis • PetroSA is close to negative cashflows, increasing its cost of doing business and 

unable to fund its long term plans.

• Reserves are close to depletion and are expected to run out by December 2020 

and there is still no sustainable techno-economic long term solution for the GTLR.
Depleting Indigenous 

Feedstock

Overall vision and •  There is a lack of clarity on CEF’s mandate and mission, as it has a broad focus
mission

• CEF does not have a clear parenting strategy, and so subsidiaries compete with
Parenting strategy each other, and so synergies cannot be leveraged

STRATEGIC

DIRECTION



Summary of CEF Group SWOT Analysis
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Strengths Weaknesses

• Sector related Skills

• CEF Financial Position

• Systems

• CEF Act-Broad Mandate

• Organ of state & ability to support government

• Ability to operate across energy value chain

• Ineffective operating model and structure

• Suboptimal Group performance management systems 

• Lack of agility due to cumbersome governance structure

• Lack of clarity on parenting strategy

• No shared values & inconsistent decision making

• Lack of strategy coordination

• Reactive risk management

• Leadership instability

Opportunities Threats

• Technology landscape –Biofules/New RE 

technology

• Market growth-Transport fuels importation

• Leveraging our assets and Group synergies

• Free Carry

• Shale Gas

• 4IR

• Environmental compliance

• Behind in terms of technological advancements

• Economic aspects and possible downgrade

• New entrants into the market

• Competition in the industry

• Limited innovation

• Mining & Gas industry  impact on Group revenues

• Growth aspects & long lead times

• Impact of COVID 19 in the delivery of our plans in a 

subdued economy.



Strategic Response & 

CEF Group Desired 

End State
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What will success look likeDesired Future State

• An diversified and commercially sustainable energy 
company that delivers value to its shareholders/ 
customers.

• Clearly defined value proposition and strategic 

relevance
• Active and significant, relevant and leading player 

across the energy value chain with  strategic 
infrastructure, scale and product mix.

• Growth through acquisitions, strategic partnership, 
operational excellence through a clearly defined 
collaborative continental, regional and local strategy

• Diversified revenue streams to drive a meaningful social
and transformation agenda.

• A catalyst for innovation through the adoption of Energy 
4.0 technologies (new energy technologies)

• Pioneer and thought leadership in energy policy 
development and energy knowledge management 

advisory
• Exponential organization that is an employer of choice 

and a responsible corporate  global citizen
• Significant contributor to the country’s GDP

• 10% Market share across the Downstream fuels, coal and 
gas.

• Commercial sustainability with average returns of more 
than 15% on projects and investments.

• Double current asset value
• Significant presence in the continent and region
• Diversification of investment and project portfolio
• Multiple sources of income streams and not reliant on 

investment income.
• Trusted energy advisor to the department of  Minerals  

Resources and Energy and energy sector

• Dependable strategic partner to investors, technology 
partner , funders and partners. 

• Engaged and skilful workforce
• Build brand equity and leverage it to achieve customer 

satisfaction. 
• Leader in the adoption of new energy technologies.
• Meaningful transformation initiatives to lift as we rise to 

assist with economic transformation imperative.
• Permanent leadership
• Robust Performance Management systems

Desired end state

The long term sustainability of the Group is paramount and we have articulated the desired end state and what success  will look

like if we improve a number of key components
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Strategic response framework

 Poor strategy alignment, 

suboptimal business 

performance (financial and non-

financial) across the Group which 

impacts on brand value and our 

overall strategic relevance.

ELIMINATE

 Raise corporate governance, and 

operational efficiency through 

improved systems, controls, skills 

and strategic partnership whilst 

improving performance and our 

competitive advantage for long-

term growth.

RAISE

 Reduction of costs through 

process optimization and 

rationalization of resources, 

duplication through improved 

integrated business performance 

management. Reduce poor 

controls & misalignment

REDUCE

 Drive Growth agenda through 

new markets, processes, products, 

energy solutions through 

innovation and a performance-

biased culture underpinned by 

thought-leadership approaches. 

& support economic 

development

CREATE

In recognition of our strategic challenges and emerging opportunities and risks (Covid 19) as well changes in our 

operating environment, we are clear about our strategic response framework in clarifying the components that we want 

to Eliminate, Reduce, Raise as well as Create to sustain the organisation into the future.
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Desired End
State

Refocus in line with external & 

environment changes and embed a 

culture of excellence and 

Continuous improvement and 

realignment 

REFOCUS & 
CONTINOUS 

IMPROVEMENT

Transition to new operating models 

with effective structures to improve 

organizational performance, 

support economic development & 

progress incubation of new entities

TRANSITION

Accelerate growth, operational 

efficiency and adoption of new 

technologies for competitive 

advantage and agility & transition 

to cleaner future

ACCELERATE

Stabilise and ensure our current 

asset base is sustainable and create 

a solid foundation for long term 

growth. Key is the stabilisation of 

PetroSA other Group consolidation 

initiatives

STABILISE

Phased approach for getting us there

Short to Medium Term
2020-2023

Long Term
2023-Beyong 2025

• Increase market 
share to > than 10%

• R4 BN Pre Tax Profit
• Operational LNG 

Terminal 
• Operational Gas to 

Power Program
• Commercial scale bio 

fuel plant
• Established CSP 

plant 100 MGW
• Profitable and 

Commercially Viable 
PetroSA

Value 

Proposition



CEF Group Corporate 

Plan
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To ensure that we deliver on the predetermined objectives, the CEF Group has adopted an Objectives and Key Results approach that tracks key outputs as opposed to 

milestones and initiatives. This was we can determine impact of our initiatives 
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Phased approach for getting us there

The Group Corporate Plan is anchored on four core strategic themes for navigating the Group through a difficult trading environment.  

Strategic Theme High Level Description Strategic objective Key Performance Indicators

 Commercial 

sustainability & 

Turnaround

Threats on Group financial sustainability due to 

lack of affordable feedstock, high costs, 

suboptimal operational and business 

performance and stagnant revenue growth. cost 

Improve Profitability to achieve a 

return equivalent to the cost of 

capital and turnaround PetroSA

• Return on assets of long term

• Margins

• Cost of Sales

• Monitoring and evaluation of the PetroSA 

Turnaround Plan

 Strategy & Long 

Term Growth

Strategy coordination,  alignment and 

development as well as implementation of 

sound long term growth strategies for ensuring 

the Group company life cycle changes 

Integrated strategy & Growth to drive 

CEF SOC/Group Value Proposition

• New Business Development conversation rate

• Diversified income streams 

• Commercial scale implementation of technological 

solutions

• Brand reputation

 Operational 

efficiency

The need for effective operational efficiency to 

support the delivery of the overall business 

performance.

Measurable increase in 

organizational efficiency and 

productivity through key process 

optimization (efficiency index)

• Overheads / Gross Profit

• Automation Rate

• Support services cost/ GP

• Digital Proficiency

 Human 

Performance & 

Organisational 

alignment 

The key enabler in unlocking the human 

potential for excellence and creating a culture of 

superior business performance through effective 

stricture

Sustained superior business 

performance in the market place and 

the achievement of competitive 

advantage

• Increased employee engagement.

• Improved organizational business performance 

• Organizational culture & Performance

• Average revenue per employee (Productivity
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CEF Group Strategy Map



Key Group Corporate Initiatives by Entity
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AEMFC

• Optimal development of 

brown and green fields 

exploration, acquisition 

of available assets and 

mining of strategic 

resources 

• Pipeline of projects for 

execution in the mineral 

sector

• Diversification strategy.

• Vlakfontein Mine 

Extension

IGAS

• Lead the creation of gas 

infrastructure in RSA

• Create a retail gas 

market

• Participate in regional 

gas pipeline 

development

• Mozambique Country 

and gas allocation 

strategy

• Integrated COEGA LNG 

Project

PASA

• Shale exploration

• Effective delivery of the 

regulation mandate, in a 

growing energy sector

• Supporting the 

beneficiation of known 

petroleum resources in 

the country 

• Finalizing the Upstream 

Petroleum Resources 

Development Bill will 

bring policy certainty and 

attract investment into 

the petroleum sector, 

• Finalizing the technical 

regulation for the 

extraction of shale gas 

SFF

• The Nile-Orange project

• Delivery of the security 

of supply mandate with a 

shift in emphasis from 

storing crude

• Leverage crude oil 

storage tanks in 

Saldanha Bay & Durban 

& Inland

• Investment in equity 

barrels for crude oil

In support of the delivery of the CEF Group Corporate plan, below are high level key strategic initiatives that will be undertaken by

the various entities that make up the federation.

Please note PetroSA strategic Turnaround Initiatives are covered separately



Strategic Themes-Measures & Priority Initiatives –Key Drivers
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Strategy & Long Term Growth

Priority Initiatives

• Develop and Execute Group 
Growth and Funding Strategy

• Develop Innovation Strategy 

including Incubation

• Strategy Coordination 
Framework / Portfolio 
management strategy 

• Strategy Execution Model / 
Portfolio Management

Key Measures

• ROI 
• New Business Development 

conversation rate 
• Commercial scale 

implementation of 2 clean 
technological solutions

Target

• R1 Billion from new business by 
2025

Commercial Sustainability & 

Turnaround

Priority Initiatives

• Portfolio management entities, 
associates & surplus cash

• Group consolidation and 
rationalization 

• Acquisition of operating assets 

• Establishment of the Group 
Turnaround Management Office 

• PetroSA Turnaround Plan 
Execution

Key Measures

• ROA
• Margins
• Monitoring and evaluation of 

the PetroSA Turnaround Plan

Target

• R3 Billion  return by 2025
• ROA of 12% by the year 2025
• Margins (20%)
• Cost of Sales

Socioeconomic transformation & 

Reputation

Priority Initiatives

• Develop Group Master Brand 
strategy to position CEF Group as a 
leading integrated energy 
company in Africa annual tracking 
of the Brand reputation.

• Host annual energy events and 
thought leadership series.

• Socio-economic Development 
Plan

Key Measures

• BBBEEE Level 1 by 2025 

Target

• Achieve Brand Reputation Score of 
75%

Operational Efficiency

Priority Initiatives

• Automation of key business 
processes 

• Capacity for Business Process 

Management and Business Process 
Reengineering improvements

• Shared Services & Common IT 
Platform

• Group Integration initiatives 

Key Measures

• Overheads / Gross Profit 
• Automation Rate
• Support services cost/ GP
• Digital Proficiency

Target

• 80%

• 80% Automation Rate

K
e

y
 D

ri
v
e

rs
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Human Performance & Organizational Alignment

Priority Initiatives

• Finalize Group integrated Human Capital strategy

• Implement Group Values and culture change campaign (a 
culture of execution / business performance bias)

• Leadership and talent pipeline development and 4IR focus 
(competency framework & implementation)

• Implement Employee Value Proposition (EVP) components 
(recognition and reward)

• Group operating model design and implementation

• Change management initiatives

Key Measures

• Increased employee engagement 
• Increased employee retention ratio
• Average revenue per employee (Productivity)

Target

• 75% of Corporate Scorecard Targets

• 95% Employee Retention Rate

Corporate Governance & Enterprise Risk Management

Priority Initiatives

• Operating model for IA & Internal controls evaluation  for effectiveness

• Legal strategy and operating model of Group-Legal department 

• Contracting framework / standardization for complex transaction, 

• Create and implement a Group Risk Appetite framework

• Gated framework

• Improved Scenario planning / predictive analysis

• Develop and implement governance framework (Including parenting 
strategy) &  Review and amend MOIs

Key Measures

• Litigation & Penalty costs & Maturity level 
• Write-offs & Risk exposure and Audit Opinion
• Board evaluation  & Shareholder approvals

Target

• Clean audit & Zero penalties
• established level of ERM Maturity by 2025

Strategic Themes-Measures & Priority Initiatives – Key Enablers
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These two themes are designed to support the core



Execution of the strategy
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STRATEGY

SHARED 

VALUES & 

STYLE

STRUCTURE

SKILLS & 

STAFF

SYSTEMS

1. Group wide involvement in the development of Group vision

2. Group alignment on a soundandexecutable strategy

3. Involvement of our employees andstakeholders

4. Commitment to the strategy

1. Translating the strategy to the Group to individual level

2. Appointment of permanent courageous leaders to drive execution

3. Group wide communication of the strategy & corporate plans

4. Continue to achieve andcelebrate visible results

1. Designing of fit for purpose organizational structures

2. Creation of a High Performance Culture

3. Linking strategy andprocesses to individual contracts

4. Engage shareholders

1. Appoint competent managementandemployees

2. Upskill employees to be able to tackle complex projects

3. Empowerment of employees

4. Continuous training anddevelop staff

1. Automation of Reporting and Performance Systems

2. Execution of our Employee Value Proposition

1

2

3

4

5
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• To improve execution and operational efficiency, the CEF Group will embarking on an approach for aligning

people, strategy, culture , systems, skills and organizational structure which will be at the core of our Human

Capital and Organizational alignment theme.



PetroSA Turnaround 

Plan
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Rebuild from Stabilize TO Transition Grow 
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PetroSA

PetroSA

PetroSA

1

2

Stabilise
12 - 18 months  

Transition
2 – 4 years

Grow
Year 5 onwards

2

1

To date paid ca. ZAR 4.8 billion in dividends and ca. ZAR 58 billion in taxes

• State Carry - Operationalize 

readiness of 20% E&P 

mandate by 2021

• Mossel Bay - commercial 

sustainability of 46 kpd Liquid 

processing 

• Alternative Gas Markets –

secure Gas-To-Power at 

Gourikwa power station 

• LNG supply to MB

• Strategic partnerships in 

South & West coast blocks 

• Well Interventions  for delivery 

gas to GTLR 

• Increased market share 

through access to strategic 

distribution networks and 

storage infrastructure

• New Refinery Engineering 

Design

PetroSA Designed end state 

2025

positioning for the next 20 years and beyond

Moving from sub-optimal to optimal



The Problem Statement-Factors that contribute to our current status
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• Historical:
• Upstream: Limited, Inefficient and Ineffective exploration and production activity resulting in minimal discovery and production

• Midstream: Primarily dependent on sole source feedstock and operational model resulting in no long term diversified solution 

• Downstream: Constrained market growth due to limited supply and infrastructure 

• Markets: 
• significant disruption factors; such as Climate Change, Technology, Supply dynamics, Price volatility, COVID-19

Other factors that have changed

 Upstream (Feedstock)

 Depleted indigenous feedstock, reach technical

limit Dec 2020

 Midstream (Operations)

 Sub-optimal and Inefficient Operations, operating

< 18 000 bpd

 Downstream (Supply Chain & Network)

 cross-subsidization of pricing with midstream

refining, inefficient feedstock to product ratio

These have resulted in unsustainable financial and operating 

conditions for PetroSA: 

Strategic

 disconnected from changing market drivers and value

 declining profitability and cash flow challenges

 lack of trust and support in the market for PetroSA

 abandonment liability (provision) – unaffordable

 leadership instability

Operations

 unviable gas-to-liquid operating model

 high cash fixed costs and diminishing cash flow

 low efficiency and sub-optimal plant utilisation



CEF Group Strategic Options relating to PetroSA

Create Options
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1-Maintain the status quo

3-Restructuring

2- Close down 

The CEF Group makes no changes to the

current status quo and relies that over time

entities will self correct and that long term

solution to the existing sustainability challenges

will be found.

The CEF Group does not secure recapitalization

capital and runs out of cash to fund the

operating losses from PetroSA

The CEF Group radically transforms the group by

restructuring PetroSA, inviting strategic partners

to assist with the refinery operations; divesting

from upstream blocks and investing in down

stream

• This would lead to the total collapse of

the Group

• Continued erosion of shareholder

value

• Requires an investment of R25 billion

to keep PetroSA afloat & preserve

jobs

• Requires an investment an

investment of R13 billion.

• Will have impact on Southern Cape

economy

• Impact on jobs

• Requires an investment of R15 billion

Preserve Jobs

• Position entity for long term growth

1-Do Nothing Outcome

2-Close down Outcome

3-Restructuring & Reposition 
Outcome



The New Operating Framework To ensure a fit-for-purpose business model
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Markets of YESTERDAY

UP   MID DOWN

Historic integrated Gas-To-

Liquids business & operating 

model

Upstream: accelerate E&P 

Upstream investment for SA

Midstream: Energy transitions e.g. 

cleaner fuels and natural Gas

Downstream: Energy diversity 

to accelerate economic activity

Markets of TOMORROW

UP      MID DOWN

New Exploration

UPRDB free-carry

Imported LNG

Cleaner Fuels

Renewables

Gas to Power

Energy Demand

Industrial Growth

Paris Agreement

Affordable access

1

1

2

3

Strategy 

& Turn-

around

The role of a National Oil & Gas Company has increased in both complexity and importance in ensuring National 

Policy implementation and meeting the changing energy demands 

INTEGRATED 

Liquid Fuels Focused

DIVERSE

Gas & Liquid Fuels Focused



The New Interventions Framework -From stabilize to transition to grow
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 Stable and profitable operations

 Enable SA energy market growth

 Develop SOE energy leadership

 Enable new investment cycle

 Secure new market network

 Conclude capital investments

 Embed operational excellence

 Finalise business transition

 Financial risk & Liquidity 

 Operating model & Org design

 Implement integrated turn-around 

master-plan

 Capital projects & Funding

Stabilise
12 - 18 months  

Transition
2 – 4 years

Grow
Year 5 onwards

Key Initiatives

• Cash Management and Cost Optimization

• New Operating & Organizational Model

• Operational Excellence

• Farm-outs

• LOF Maintenance & Well Interventions

• Leverage Ghana Asset

• Disposal of non-core assets

• Secure GSA with Eskom for Electricity Sales to 

Eskom

• Optimize feedstock value chain 

• Preserve and stop gas loop 

• Leverage GTLF1 Asset

• Access Storage Facility and Reseller acquisitions 

• Develop LNG Loading Gantry

• Develop lubricants business

• Final Investment Decisions (ECP, EBK, GTP) 

Key Initiatives

• E-BK, E-AD and Infills

• Develop a Commercial Gas Business

• Electricity Sales to Eskom

• South Coast: Block 9 & 11A

• West Coast: Blocks 2A, 2C, 3A/4A and 

5/6/7

• Consolidate wholesale market position 

• Leverage Ghana Asset

Key Initiatives

• ECP Execution

• CF2 Execution

• Brulpadda Block 11B / 12B

• New Crude Oil Refinery

• Shale Gas

• LNG Gas Sales & Marketing

• Strengthen retail presence

• Monetize state participation

1 2



The Funding Model Framework
(new macro economics including COVID19 and savings) To ensure sustainable commerciality
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Stabilise
12 - 18 months

Transition
2 – 4 years

Grow
Year 5 onwards

Funding Requirements (macro-economics dependent)

• Total Turnaround Funding Gap (ZAR 2.99 billion without CF2 and EBK/EAD)
• Total Turnaround Funding Gap (ZAR 6.83 billion without CF2)
• Total Turnaround Funding Gap (ZAR 8.76 billion with CF2 and EBK/EAD)
• Decommissioning liability ca. US$ 722.14 million (non-legacy with only R2.6billion set aside)
• DAS ca. ZAR 1.2 billion SARS audit assessment 

Funding Requirements
• Restart the Investment Cycle

Economic Assumptions
• Gas to Power from Sept 2021
• ECP 46kbbl from 2025
• No Ghana disposal
• Decommissioning provision 

under NEMA Regs for duration 
of right

• New Maco Economic Indicators

Return on Investment with Gas to Power Return on Investment without Gas to Power

Funding Requirements
• Restart the Investment Cycle

Funding Strategy 
• Disposal of non-core assets
• Cash Preservation and Optimization 
• CEF/Government Funding 
• Strategic Partnerships including debt 
• Project Financing via. financial institutions
• Business Operations  
• Regulatory Financial Provisions  



Rebuild from Stabilize TO Transition TO Grow
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 OBTAIN 

transition,

Equity Funding to stabilize and start

 DO Business Restructuring, including human capital

restructuring and cost containment,

 OBTAIN farm-out of E&P blocks,

 OBTAIN Project Development Funding to complete

transition and grow,

 DISPOSAL of non-core assets,

 ACQUISITION of distribution network,

 Approval of the UPRDA

 OBTAIN the electricity regulatory approval to enable 

gas to power,

 OBTAIN the deferment of the decommissioning

liability,

Upstream Consolidated Hydrocarbons E&P Business

• Through leverage of state-carry and funding 

partnerships.

Midstream Gas Business

• Through the aggregation (sales and marketing) of gas 

to enable security of supply of power and liquid fuels.

Midstream Liquids Refinery Business

• Through the conversion of the Mossel Bay facility to a

liquid refinery of 46 000 b/d, including LPG, and to

address shortfall in cleaner fuels by developing a

world class grass roots refinery.

Downstream Fuels Business

• Through a liquid fuels trading business that sells all

produced and imported product to the wholesale

market and commercial customers.

positioning for the next 20 years and beyond

Key Enablers to Deliver the Strategy and Corporate Turnaround Plan



Key Risk Management 

Focus Areas
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• Possible insolvency due 

to the group incurring 

losses and unable to 

generate sufficient 

revenue to cover 

liabilities

• Inadequate fulfillment 

of the energy security 

mandate due to 

limited execution of 

energy projects 

• Weak Stakeholder 

relations

• Weak brand equity

• Negative perception 

risks

• The change in 

environmental laws 

might result in 

marginal subsidiaries 

closing down

• Inadequate research 

and development

• Lack of agility and 

alacrity

• Lack of endorsement and 

implementation of the long 

term strategy of the Group 

might lead to CEF not be 

not being economical 

sustainable. The void might 

be filled by strong 

competitors such as 

multinationals and other 

SOE might render CEF 

irrelevant 

CEF KEY STRATEGIC RISKS

FINANCIAL

SUSTAINABILITY
REPUTATIONALOPERATIONAL ENVIRONMNETAL INNOVAATION

FOCUS AREAS

RISK MITIGATION TO AN ACCEPTABLE LEVEL

STRATEGY

Commercial Sustainability

& Turnaround 
ERM & Governance

Strategy & Long Term 
Growth

Human Capital & Organisational 
Alignment

Reputational 
Management

Operational Efficiency

RISK IDENTIFIED AND RISK CATEGORIES

CORVID-19 Suppressed demand

Country downgrade Opportunity risk

EMERGING RISKS



Strengthening 

Oversight & 

Monitoring and 

Evaluation
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Source: The Boston Consulting Group

Source of center 

value creation

Portfolio acquisition/

divestiture

Financing 

advantages

Business synergies;

Financing 

advantages

Strategy 

development

Functional 

excellence 

and scale

Operational 

engagement

Hands-off Owner Financial Sponsor Family Builder Strategic Guide Functional Leader Hands-on Manager

Suitability of 

parenting strategy for 

CEF

• Very limited 

value added from 

being in a group

• Small and new 

businesses, will 

require central 

oversight and 

resources

• Cost of financing 

can be reduced 

and availability 

improved 

• Synergies and 

strategic 

alignment missed

• Improved 

cooperation will 

benefit group

• Strategies may 

not be aligned 

which may hinder 

implementation 

of mission

• Unified strategy 

will enable 

effective 

implementation 

of vision & 

mission

• Big shifts in 

portfolio may 

require more 

active mgmt.

• Some functions 

may benefit from 

being shared, if 

scale sufficient

• Other functions 

likely to be 

ineffective and 

bloated if drawn up 

to group level

• Enables speedy 

implementation 

of strategic 

initiatives

• Micro-managing 

businesses may 

result in slow, 

misinformed 

decision making

Fit for CEF

Poor fit for CEF Good fit for CEF

Recommendation

'Strategic Guide +'

Parenting strategy

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/de/9/93/EON_Logo.svg


Hand Off Owner Overview

Description Pros & Cos

• Allows the business units (subsidiaries) 

virtually complete operating autonomy 

and requires them only to file regular 

statutory reports to the parent

• This extremely cautious, conservative 

approach calls for the corporate center 

to engage primarily in portfolio 

development, adding new businesses to 

its portfolio and divesting others but 

exerting no central control over 

individual businesses.

• This strategy is, for example, typically 

followed by state-owned investment 

funds. (PIC) 

PROS
• Not involved in operational activities

• Does not get involved in key decision 

making

• Removed from the organizational politics

CONS

• Have no line of sight of key strategic 

activities

• Reactive and rely on reports to provide 

insight

• Delayed action when required to 

intervene

• Intervention is seen as overreach due 

established arms length relationship



In order to address these challenges, CEF SOC will adopts a Strategic Guide role 
with additional mechanism to drive strategy and group turnaround

Strategy Guide role Turnaround Management Office

• Drive strategy

• Finance major projects

• House only select support functions

• Share capabilities, realise economics of 

scale and collaborate

• Monitor performance to strategy

• Define strategic & turnaround initiatives

• Support detailed roadmap development

• Track and enforce implementation

• Own & execute select turn. projects

• Coach & mentor initiative owners

• Lead change & communication.
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A hybrid of
Strategic Guide and Functional
parenting strategy is preferred. 

Then CEF SOC will:

Set Group policies and 
processes, promote sharing of 

best practice and drive 
functional initiatives 

Track detailed plans and 
budgets, drive improvement 
initiatives and approve major 

decisions and drive Group 
Operational Excellence

The desired characteristics of an effective parenting strategy will result 

in a number of  successes by being an Integrated Leader that 

provides ;

• fit-for-purpose financial, strategic & functional control, 

• operational oversight, 

• stakeholder management,

• energy advisory, and 

• to centralize and incubate the Groups growth portfolio up 

until final investment decision. 

This is further supported by an effective Operating model that has the 

following core elements: 

1. Effective governance structures

2. Functional business processes 

3. Fit for purpose organizational structures and engaged 

workforce

4. Integrated cutting edge technology systems 

5. High performance and learning culture

6. Business Performance Management and incentives

In an effort to strengthen oversight CEF SOC will adopt the Strategic Guide, Functional Leader 
Parentings strategy



CEF Group Strategic 

Roadmap

50
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Stabilise

18 -36 Month

Transition

36 Months +
Accelerate Refocus

Operational 

Efficiency

Commercial 

sustainability &

Turnaround

Strategy & Growth

Human

Performance 
Appointment of Executives

Parenting strategy  & OM

HPO Culture

SFF Infrastructure Development Forward Integration

Mossell Bay Facility Conversion

Single Trading EntitySFF Feedstock Supply

LNG Infrastructure Development Energy Storage South Sudan Shale Gas

Biofuels

ACWA Minerals Diversification New Refinery Build

Restructuring 

Shared Services Model

Group Key Strategic Projects & Initiatives Roadmap

Critical Success Factors for Group Corporate Plan & Turnaround

Strategic 

Partnerships

Shareholder Support Core Capabilities & 

Competencies

Restructuring  & 

Repositioning

Access to Key 

Resources & Markets

Business process review & Optimisation

Organisational Skills Capacitation

Strategic Partnerships

Brand Management Initiatives



Key Requests for strengthening the CEF Group
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• For the CEF Group to move from precarious financial position to become a commercial viable entity, we request 

the following:

• A mandate to restructure PetroSA

• Government should take over the rehabilitation liability. Guarantee to government based on premium fee.

• 25% of the fuel levy should be redirected  from National Treasury to the CEF Group so that the group can 

fund its strategic infrastructure and growth projects to support economic growth. (Sale/LNG & New Refinery)

• Carbon tax funds should be allocated to CEF to fund new energy initiatives such as bio fuel

• Transnet pipeline should be transferred to CEF Group

• CEF Group be designated to execute the LNG projects

• The State through CEF to take over key energy infrastructure assets

• Support to bringing in strategic equity partners

• Determination to drive localization of Energy Technologies (Gas Determination)



Conclusion
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• In light of the Group prevailing precarious financial position, the CEF Group will focus on the execution of its strategic themes that 

have clearly defined objectives targets and measures.

• Strategic initiatives will focus on Stabilizing the Group and in particular PetroSA which must be restructured in order to avert the collapse 

of the group and position it for long term growth. 

• Through repositioning activities, we will then Transition by adopting of new technologies, operating model, structures and driving of the 

Group Growth Agenda .This will see us investing in gas program and the bio fuel industry and increasing our market share in the mining 

and petroleum arena and our energy storage business becoming a commercial energy storage business 

• The Group will then Accelerate execution of key priority projects and Refocus on continuous improvement and strategy coordination as 

we grow the business and become commercially sustainable whilst contributing to the economy of the country

• Delivery on the above will require changes in performance management culture and systems, the implementation of a turnaround office, 

changes in portfolio, structure and operating model as we journey towards becoming a high performance organization that delivers

superior business results and improves shareholder value.

• We are convinced that our plan can move CEF Group from its precarious financial position to a financially sustainable financial position.

• For the CEF Group to become an impactful energy company, it requires the shareholder, Government, to commit some financial 

resources to fund the business.

• Our future will be better than our current state only when we commit to unshackle CEF Group from unviable businesses and ruthlessly 

focus on building a sustainable business.

• We continue to redefine and adjust our operating model in line with external changes such as Covid 19



Thank You


